
 

HEALTH SAFETY PROTOCOLS 
 
ARRIVAL AT THE ARENA: 
Team's access must be made, compulsorily, by the main access, located at Rua Fábio 
Geraldo, 2-12, Jardim Terra Branca, Bauru (SP). 
 
* Temperature measurement will be performed at each access, by means of infrared 
thermometer; 
* Use of sanitizing mats to clean shoe's soles is mandatory; 
* Alcohol gel containers will be available for hand sanitizing; 
* Whenever possible, avoid touching the entrance gates, fences, benches etc.; 
* Information about covid-19 and prevention measures should be displayed in a visible 
place at the entrance. 
 
MASK USE 
* Athletes: during the whole route to and from activities; 
* Technical committee: coach and technical committee wearing mask during activities;  
* Employees: mask and or face shields. 
 
ACCESS TO THE COMPETITION AREA 
* The equipment / backpacks of each team must be inside a metal trolley stipulated for 
each team and in a place indicated by the staff; 
* The table officers should sit with the space of a chair between each of them and have 
at their disposal alcohol gel for hand and equipment hygiene. Cleaning should be 
carried out by table officer by cleaning microphones, score control, game time control 
before and after use; 
* Players ' nominal reports will be delivered at the time of registration. Paper-delivered 
reports will not be accepted on the days of the event. 
 
WARM-UP ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT 
* Out of water: only near your reserve bench and within the time limit stipulated by the 
organization for this purpose; 
* In the water: according to the current rule, within the time stipulated by the 
organization; 
 
DURING MATCH 
* Reserve players must remain seated in interspersed and/or separate chairs and away 
from other players during breaks; 
* Restrict teams ' follow-up staff to the maximum on game days; 
* Referees should avoid as much as possible removing the whistle from the mouth, 
sanitize it with alcohol constantly; 
* No deceleration will be allowed in the pool or enclosure; 
* When there is the presentation of the teams, this should be held with the athletes 
inside the water; 
* Suspend physical greetings between players / staff and other elements; 
* Schedule matches at sufficient intervals to allow teams to leave before athletes enter 
the next game; 
* Perform the cleaning of the balls at the end of each game; 
* Meals should be held in an open space and / or with sufficient space to allow social 
distance. Limit the number of restaurant/cafeteria users as determined by local health 
agencies. 
* Meetings and technical congresses should be held in an open place or through virtual 
platforms in order to avoid agglomerations; 



 

 
AFTER THE MATCHES: 
* Teams should leave the play area as soon as possible. The entry of the teams of the 
subsequent game will only be released after the total clearance of area and 
sanitization; 
* Cleaning staff will enter after each match to sanitize benches, tables, handrails, balls 
and any and all materials being used; 
* It will not be allowed to hold team meetings in a closed room, those can be held in an 
outdoor area as long as everyone is wearing a mask; 
 
OF THE AWARD: 
The medals of all team members will be delivered to the team leader inside a 
container. The medals in this container and trophies will be arranged on the table, the 
authorities will be behind it, and the athletes, in line, with a distance of 2 meters will 
make the withdrawal, without greetings. Both the people who will make the delivery, 
and the athletes should wear masks; 
 
ARBITRATION 
* Keep away as far as possible from players and coaches;  
* table officers wearing mask and or face shield; 
* All officers must respect the distance of 1.5 m during games; 
* Carry out constant cleaning of game control equipment. 
 
BELONGINGS 
* Each player uses their own material (previously identified and sanitized), with 
constant cleaning of the materials; 
* Each player will bring their hydration bottle with identification, to be replenished in the 
local drinking fountains, being expressly forbidden to exchange or share.  
 
AT THE RESTAURANT 
There should be a controlled schedule in order to avoid crowding of the teams that 
perform their meals in the restaurant at Hípica. On the way to the restaurant, wear 
masks. The place has large area and tables will be arranged so as to respect the 
distance. 
It is suggested that the athlete or other participants of the event do not purchase food 
during the home / arena / home or hotel / arena / hotel route in establishments that are 
not in accordance with the technical notes, ordinances and other guidelines of the 
FOOD Surveillance, ANVISA and Ministry of Health. 
 
TRANSFERS 
For visitors, consider: 
* ABDA will provide the hotel/arena/hotel travel to the participating clubs, observing the 
care regarding the sanitation of the bus.  
* Take a bath for full sanitation and only after that perform any other activity or interact 
with other people; 
* Check compliance with the protocols offered by the hotel;  
For residents, consider: 
* Use the training uniform to transit, avoiding the use of changing rooms, being the 
athlete responsible for the hygiene of this; 
* Give preference to individual transport. If using your vehicle, sanitize on entering and 
leaving it. If using public transport, sanitize hands, forearm and face, as well as all 
items that have been exposed; 



 

* When you get home, sanitize all objects that went and came back with you from the 
street, such as mobile phone, wallet, purse, watch, keys and or any other that has had 
some kind of exposure; 
* Take a bath for full sanitation and only after that perform any other household activity 
or interact with other people. 
 
WHAT TO DO IF ANY SYMPTOMS ARE DETECTED OUTSIDE THE GAME 
HOURS? 
If you notice any symptoms such as fever, cough and difficulty breathing, seek medical 
attention immediately. 
If there is a suspicion of covid-19, a test will be performed. Testing positive, the person 
must remain isolated and the club must arrange the return of the athlete to his city in 
order to carry out medical follow-up. More intense cases, such as shortness of breath, 
the person will be referred to the referral hospitals for treatment of covid-19. 
Being necessary hospitalization and quarantine, it is the responsibility of the club to 
offer medical support and other conditions that are necessary, indicated by the local 
health authority. 
 
ALERT TO PARTICIPANTS 
The only strategy recognized so far to prevent infection is to avoid exposure to the 
virus. Responsibility is paramount. Avoid going out in the intervals between matches, 
keep your activities focused on the event, take all precautionary and hygienic 
measures when you are concentrated in the hotel. 
Be always on the alert for self-monitoring, 2 (two) times a day, seeking to identify 
possible symptoms: 
* Measure temperature; 
* Observe appearance of respiratory symptoms;  
* Observe the perception of smell ("test the smell”); 
* Observe the appearance of less common symptoms. 
 
It is advisable to make payments by digital means. Handling money can infect you, 
other people, and surfaces that may be touched; 
 
For residents, all people should be advised to adopt the following protocol as habitual 
activities: 
* Wash hands with soap and water or a 70% alcohol-based hand sanitizer and avoid 
touching the eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands; 
* Avoid close contact with people, keep a distance of at least 2 meters, especially with 
people who contain the symptoms of fever, cough or sneezing; 
* Practice respiratory etiquette, i.e. cover the mouth and nose with the forearm when 
coughing or sneezing with disposable wipes, discarding them immediately after use; 
* Seek medical attention immediately if you have fever, cough and difficulty breathing; 
* Use cloth masks and follow good practices of use, removal and disposal, as well as 
properly sanitize hands before and after removal. 
 


